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[Verse 1] 
Excuse me dear night, did I wake you from your sleep? 
Did the morning keep up and steal your dreams. 
Well there's no need to fight, cause when the shadows
start to fall, the darkness isn't dark without the light. 

[Pre-chorus] 
All the colors fade to grey, stuck in the same old story
in this bed we've made. 
Waiting for the wind to change, but there has to be a
way. 

[Verse 2] 
Pardon me day, thank you for the sight, did the
evening shadow you and hide your light. 
And have we missed the mark, cause what I seem to
find is there's no twinkle in a spark without the dark. 

[Pre-chorus] 
All the colors fade to grey, stuck in the same old story
in this bed we've made. 
Waiting for the wind to change, but there has to be a
way. 
[Chorus] 
Promises (promises) and forget me nots (and forget
me nots) mark scripts of the monolouges we all forgot.
Promises (promises) slowly drift away (slowly drift
away), we'll find the way (find the way). 

[Pre-chorus] 
All the colors fade to grey, stuck in the same old story
in this bed we've made. 
Waiting for the wind to change, but there has to be a
way. 

[Chorus] 
(A way for finding the truth that's hiding between the
paths we chose.) 
Promises (promises) and forget me nots (and forget
me nots) mark scripts of the monolouges we all forgot. 
(Why are we still fighting, lets stop denying, put the
past aside and focus on the new.) 
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Promises (promises) slowly drift away (slowly drift
away), we'll find the way (find the way).
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